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One	  semester	  I	  taught	  an	  English	  class	  along	  with	  my	  media	  job.	  	  Returning	  to	  the	  media	  center	  one	  day	  I	  spotted	  a	  
video	  I	  could	  have	  used	  to	  teach	  concepts	  in	  the	  novel	  the	  students	  had	  read.	  	  	  My	  oversight	  is	  a	  reminder	  of	  how	  
easy	  it	  is	  for	  busy	  educators	  to	  forget	  what’s	  there	  for	  us.	  	  Now	  with	  far	  more	  choices,	  it’s	  easier	  to	  ignore	  what	  	  
is	  there.	  	  	  	  Subscription	  databases	  are	  a	  leading	  example.	   
 
A veteran teacher  said  Even though I had training, I had forgotten that these databses were available and therefore did 
not plan to teach the students about them until the last quarter. Had I been reminded, I would have incorporated them all 
yeara. A new media specialist concurred:   As a classroom teacher for many years before, I was never exposed to the 
subscription databases until  now ..gasp! NONE of the teachers I talked to even knew they existed .   Another ia t 
responded    I’ve been lucky to have two teachers embrace the use of online databases. 
 
Limited subscription database use by students and too few teachers requiring their use is a common concern among media 
specialists; it parallels the teacher concern that students just want to “Google it.”  
 
It is disconcerting when a school or state purchases valuable resources and usage is low.   You know what isn’t being 
used; do you have data to support your concerns?  Take time to generate the data available on the database site and use it 
to help develop a plan for marketing your databases.    The start of a school year is a good time to revitalize your 
advocacy and marketing campaign to begin overcoming non-use.   
 
Preparation. 
Make sure you know what’s there.  It’s especially easy to forget over the summer.  Revisit the databases you’ve purchased 
or those provided by your district, state, or consortium.  What’s available this fall may be different than in the spring. 
Districts purchase new resources and eliminate others; states and consortiums negotiate new contracts; database titles and 
interfaces change, products or companies merge as illustrated by the recent acquisition of the H.W. Wilson Company by 
Ebsco. As I am finishing this column I received an email about major changes with a new look and feel to Minnesota’s 
database portal.  Be a step ahead of the first teacher wanting his classes to do research so you are not caught off guard and 
can recommend the perfect resource.  
 
 As a building media specialist I don’t always receive the information that district receive.  An elementary media 
specialist posted an online request for assistance so she could make sure her school was taking advantage everything 
offered by her state. Colleagues and I attended the “what’s new” session to learn about changes in the state provided 
database collection.  We left “armed” with wonderful tips and ideas to share with staff.  
 
Invite company sales representatives to help you learn. They want the products they represent to be well used.  Several 
“light bulb” moments made the training a vendor sales rep provided our district media specialists about encyclopedia 
updates well worth our time.  
 
Promotional and instructional materials on the database web site are another good starting point. Locating these resources 
can be tricky; look for links to educator and librarian resources or product support.  An Iowa media specialist who took 
the time to closely examine these materials learned that most of these databases provide advocacy materials that I hadn't 
even been utilizing. I was able to refer to these materials to improve my own understanding.  The amount of available 
tools will be a pleasant surprise. Options include extensive handouts, tip sheets video tutorials, product descriptions, 
FAQ’s, discussion groups, guided tutorials and classroom teaching materials. Webinars are another useful tool; most are 
archived for later viewing which is helpful if workday participation is difficult. 
 
Leading the horse to water.  A multi approach and ongoing marketing plan that reaches teachers and students is needed to 
reach your specific users and their needs.  Opening day workshop sessions for teachers and student orientation sessions 
aren’t enough. 
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Start with the teachers! There is a lot to learn; we will learn together.   
A media specialist wrote:  After I learned what was available   I created a website and provided training for my teachers.  
Many said, “I didn’t know we had this” or “Wish I knew about this sooner.”  I don’t know how to use the databases or 
which database my students should use.  I visited with a teacher who spent hours unsuccessfully using Google to locate 
professional journal articles; he did not know they were not on the general web. A technology integrationist explained that 
teachers were upset when funding for paper professional development magazines was eliminated; they did not know the 
same resources were available through Ebsco because there had been no professional development.  Explain that 
databases are not the same as the general free web and when their students know how to use them effectively they will be 
more successful in information finding and research assignments. There will be less stress, less plagiarism, and more 
satisfaction is student work.  
 
Targeted curriculum driven professional development is an effective ways to help teachers make curricular connections 
and reach students. We worked with a product trainer to provide a 2-hour training session on a newly acquired database 
before the year began.  We invited teachers we knew would find the databases helpful for student projects; a small stipend 
added additional incentive.   Favorable response and good usage of the databases showed it was worth the time, effort and 
small stipend we paid teachers who attended.   Just do it! 
 
Collaborative instructional design is another type staff development.  Work with teachers to develop lesson plans that 
align with existing student experiences and content standards.  Resources identified prior to the start of a project have a 
better chance of being used. 
 
Ideas, please! We need to do more. 
A new media specialist was thrilled by the resources available, but, the topic that has been the most taking my brain has 
been developing and organizing how to advocate the materials and tools.  I’ve wanted to do it, but I don’t have any ideas 
about how to do it. Another media specialist also sought help. Our databases are on school websites, we have brochures 
and instruct students doing research projects, but the school tech support people and I know we need to do more. 
 
Use technology to promote web based resources 
At the minimum, place links to available databases on the media center, school or district web site or work with the person 
who can make it happen.  Not everyone does this; without it students do not even have convenient access in school. A 
tech savvy new media specialist started her job mid-year and learned there were no links to databases on the web site.  She 
quickly jumped in and began creating student resource pages and project links.  Teachers and students were impressed by 
the ease of access.  Usage instantly increased; teachers wanted more.    
 
Less is more.   It’s tempting to provide links to all of the databases provided, but linking to what will benefit your 
students and their curriculum may be less confusing and the most effective. Younger students especially only need a few 
links to select from.  A two-pronged approach of both subject specific links and grade level links works well at the 
elementary level. A senior high teacher requested that we only provide prominent links to the databases her department 
required students to use.  Too many links create confusion and defeat the purpose.   Add “More” link to all available 
databases for those who might want to explore other resources.  
 
Link to on line tutorials and create  your own screen shots or video tutorials.    Jing is an example of one tool that is 
helpful for both purposes. Even beginners can produce a narrated 5-minute screencast  of what’s on the computer monitor 
using the computre’s built-in microphone.  < http://www.techsmith.com/ > Students may welcome the opportunity to 
create their own promotional videos about databases that helped them. 
 
Use the helpful widgets, icons or mobile apps vendors provide. For example, Ebsco provides mobile apps for research 
databases. Cengage/Gale offers customizable widgets and will create a custom web site with links to the Cengage/Gale 
Database products your school receives. Create virtual pathfinders or research guides in addition to database links.  
    
Some media specialists report they do not have access to create web site content or have the support needed.  Some have 
said the Webmaster or tech department do not see the need for the databases or even know what they are.  One Webmaster 
was reluctant to link to the databases because he did not trust the content and was concerned about taking up too much 
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server space.   Clearly education was needed. It’s unfortunate that these situations exist after more than a decade of 
availability. There’s work to be done. 
 
Google Sites, Blogs, wikis, among other free web 2.0 tools, offer a solution to the problem as long as those tools are not 
blocked in the school. LibGuides, a paid service, is receiving new attention.  There is no need for a web server or help tech 
staff because the content you create is posted on LibGuides’ servers.     
<	  http://www.springshare.com/libguides/school/examples.html  > Alternative approaches such as these complement 
media center web sites or work as stand-alone.  While you are creating and updating links, make sure the login 
information and passwords are easy to remember.  If possible, use the same password for all databases.   It will take more 
time to set up, but the convenience will increase usage. 
 
Targeted emails, e-newsletters or blog postings get more attention than “all staff” announcements. Categorize blog 
postings about databases by topic, department or grade level to increase likelihood they will be read.   Sending out usage 
statistics to faculty and stories of 'good practice' help to remind them about the resource.   
 
More than Bells and Whistles  
 Tangible paper promotional tools are still worthwhile. Teachers like one-page handouts and subject-specific flyers they 
can share with students. Lists of databases  (including access information) in student and staff handbooks are a convenient 
quick reference. Put the same documents on the media center web site blog or wiki.  (Make sure passwords aren’t public.)  
 
Bookmarks, refrigerator magnets and monitor stickers make it fun.  Younger students love colorful labels with database 
access information they could put in their assignment notebooks.  A few years ago I made colorful credit card sized access 
and login information about core databases.   They fit nicely on laptops and are still in use.   Publish database news and 
tips in school newsletters; it helps parents help their children.   Product websites often have sample letters or brochures 
you can tailor to meet your needs.  Opens houses and family nights at school are another opportunity to reach parents. 
 
Can penguins fly?   Making the horse drink 
The most effective way to reach students is direct instruction with students at the time of need.  My memorable experience 
with younger students was a teachable moment inspired by a You Tube April Fool’s video. Penguins can Fly was the 
perfect introduction to research for a rain forest project.    The students “got it” in seconds; they knew why it’s a good idea 
to begin research with World Book Student or Kids.  Enjoy the flying penguins 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pG5dzybHgTo  
 
Reach out. Instructional opportunities are abundant if you seek them out. If teachers are uncertain of their own abilities 
offer to step in and provide the instruction.  Help teachers incorporate application of database skills into initial instruction 
and include the results as part of the project assessment rubric. You know you are successful when they want to do it all 
on their own.   A university librarian invited himself and a university student to our high school to be a guest instructor in 
a writing class. The students were great listeners; they liked learning “tricks” that make databases efficient to use.  
Learning about built -in features such as citation tools from an older student was an effective technique. They also learned 
that using databases and online resources is the norm and expectation in college. 
 
There are rewards 
Armed with the knowledge and the resources you have, marketing and instruction are easy. The results will be evident in 
improved usage statistics and user comments.   

That database you gave us saved me in my debate. I kept trying to find stuff in Google - and I couldn't find 
anything that was any good for a debate  (Student) 
I would have loved if my librarian had met with my teaching team at the beginning of the year  (Teacher) 
 I feel pretty good about the use in my school; the district sends out statistics and I have the highest stats; I’m 
proud of the kids and teachers. (Media Specialist) 

Promote databases at every opportunity.  Ensure valuable resources that can be used by all teachers, students and even 
families provide a return on the investment.   
 

Thank you and references 
• EBSCO Acquires H.W. Wilson--Leaves Bronx Lighthouse Behind  

by Marydee Ojala  
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Posted On June 9, 2011.  ITI Cross Links: EBSO Acquires H.W. Wilson--Leaves Bronx Lighthouse 
Behind    < http://newsbreaks.infotoday.com/NewsBreaks/EBSCO-Acquires-HW-WilsonLeaves-Bronx-
Lighthouse-Behind-75953.asp  >   

• The author’s online students, Minnesota State University-Mankato, Spring 2011. As current classroom 
teachers or new media specialists in several states and school district sizes they provided excellent examples 
and suggestions. 

• Library Media Specialist Listserv, LM_NET@listserv.syr.edu, April 9 and May 13, 2010. 
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